LP GasChecker LPGC10

Quick & Easy Check of Your LP Gas Level

If you use propane gas for appliances in your camper, RV, boat, or even at home in your backyard grill, this handy LP GasChecker will make life easier for you. No more wondering how full your tank is. This practical device tells you in just a few seconds how full—or empty—a propane tank is.

The fill-level indicator is based on ultrasonic technology and can be used for all commonly available steel and aluminum propane tanks with a diameter of 8 to 14 in (200 to 350 mm). It is not suitable for use on plastic bottles or user-refillable bottles because of internal components that deflect the measurement signal.

The LP GasChecker is easy to use. Simply press the rubber-tipped probe horizontally to various points on the tank wall and watch the indicator light change. A green light means there is gas at the point where the measurement is taken; a red light means there is none.

Before using the LP GasChecker, make sure the tip of the GasChecker and the gas bottle surface are both free from dirt. Use a damp cloth or any normal wet wipe to clean a 2 in (50 mm) wide area on the tank surface from top to bottom. Apply the tip directly to the clean area at a 90° angle and push the GasChecker toward the tank in a smooth motion. Maintain light pressure until the flashing light settles on either red or green.

About the size of a writing pen, the LP GasChecker is small, lightweight, and easy to carry or store. It weighs less than an ounce (25 g) and is less than 4-1/2 in (113 mm) long.

Key Benefits

- Provides a reliable measurement of gas level in propane tanks
- Ideal for RVing, camping, tailgating, boating and at home
- For use on steel and aluminum propane tanks
- Easy to use
- Small and lightweight

Check Level at 90° angle

Green Indicates Gas at That Level

Red Indicates No Gas at That Level